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Abstract
Edge computing is emerging as a new paradigm to allow processing data near the edge of the network, where the data
is typically generated and collected. This enables critical computations at the tactical edge in applications such as Internet
of Battlefield Things (IoBT), in which an increasing number of devices (sensors, cameras, health monitoring devices, etc.)
collect data that needs to be processed through computationally intensive algorithms with stringent reliability, security and
latency constraints.
Our key tool is the theory of coded computation, which advocates mixing data in computationally intensive tasks
by employing erasure codes and offloading these tasks to other devices for computation. Coded computation is recently
gaining interest, thanks to its higher reliability, smaller delay, and lower communication costs. In this paper, we develop
a private and rateless adaptive coded computation (PRAC) algorithm by taking into account (i) the privacy requirements
of IoBT applications and devices, and (ii) the heterogeneous and time-varying resources of edge devices. We show that
PRAC outperforms known secure coded computing methods when resources are heterogeneous. We provide theoretical
guarantees on the performance of PRAC and its comparison to baselines. Moreover, we confirm our theoretical results
through simulations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Edge computing is emerging as a new paradigm to allow processing data near the edge of the network, where the data
is typically generated and collected. This enables critical computation at the tactical edge in applications such as Internet
of Battlefield Things (IoBT), in which an increasing number of devices (sensors, cameras, health monitoring devices,
etc.) collect data that needs to be processed through computationally intensive algorithms with stringent reliability,
security and latency constraints.
One of the promising solutions to handle computationally intensive tasks is computation offloading, which advocates
offloading tasks to remote servers or cloud. Yet, offloading tasks to remote servers or cloud could be a luxury that cannot
be afforded by most of the edge applications, where connectivity to remote servers can be lost or compromised, which
makes edge computing crucial. Connectivity constraints are more prominent when dealing with tactical edge computing
where the network connectivity is adversely affected by resources as well as hostile network elements.
Edge computing advocates that computationally intensive tasks in a device (master) could be offloaded to other
edge or end devices (workers) in close proximity. However, offloading tasks to other devices leaves the IoBT and the
applications it is supporting at the complete mercy of an attacker. Furthermore, exploiting the potential of edge computing
is challenging mainly due to the heterogeneous and time-varying nature of the devices at the edge. Thus, our goal is to
develop a private, dynamic, adaptive, and heterogeneity-aware cooperative computation framework that provides both
privacy and computation efficiency guarantees.
Our key tool is the theory of coded computation, which advocates mixing data in computationally intensive tasks
by employing erasure codes and offloading these tasks to other devices for computation [1]. The following canonical
example demonstrates the effectiveness of coded computation.
Example 1. Consider the setup where a master device wishes to offload a task to 3 workers. The master has a large
data matrix A and wants to compute matrix vector product Ax. The master device divides the matrix A row-wise equally
into two smaller matrices A1 and A2 , which are then encoded using a (3, 2) Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) code1
to give B1 = A1 , B2 = A2 and B3 = A1 + A2 , and sends each to a different worker. Also, the master device sends x
1 An (n, k) MDS code divides the master’s data into k chunks and encodes it into n chunks (n > k) such that any k chunks out of n are sufficient
to recover the original data.

TABLE I: Example PRAC operation in homogeneous and static setup.
Time
1
2
3
4

Worker 1
R1

Worker 2
A1 + A3 + R1
R2

Worker 3
A3 + R 1

A2 + A3 + R2
A2 + R 2

to workers and ask them to compute Bi x, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. When the master receives the computed values (i.e., Bi x) from
at least two out of three workers, it can decode its desired task, which is the computation of Ax. The power of coded
computations is that it makes B3 = A1 + A2 acts as a “joker” redundant task that can replace any of the other two
tasks if they end up straggling or failing.
2
The above toy example demonstrates the benefit of coding for edge computing. However, the very nature of task
offloading from a master to worker devices makes the computation framework vulnerable to attacks. One of the attacks,
which is also the focus of this work, is eavesdropper adversary, where one or more of the workers can behave as an
eavesdropper and can spy on the coded data sent to these devices for computations.2 For instance, B3 = A1 + A2
in Example 1 can be processed and spied on by worker 3. Even though A1 + A2 is coded, the attacker can infer
some information from this coded task. Thus, it is crucial to develop a private coded computation algorithm against
eavesdropper adversary.
In this paper, we develop a private and rateless adaptive coded computation (PRAC) algorithm. PRAC is (i) private
as it is secure against eavesdropper adversary, (ii) rateless, because it uses Fountain codes [2]–[4] instead of Maximum
Distance Separable (MDS) codes [5], [6], and (iii) adaptive as the master device offloads tasks to workers by taking
into account their heterogeneous and time-varying resources. Next, we illustrate the main idea of PRAC through an
illustrative example.
Example 2. We consider the same setup in Example 1, where a master device offloads a task to 3 workers. The master
has a large data matrix A and wants to compute matrix vector product Ax. The master device divides matrix A row-wise
into 3 sub-matrices A1 , A2 , A3 ; and encodes these matrices using a Fountain code3 [2]–[4]. An example set of coded
packets is A2 , A3 , A1 + A3 , and A2 + A3 . However, prior to sending a coded packet to a worker, the master generates
a random key matrix R with the same dimensions as Ai and with entries drawn uniformly from the same field which
contains the entries of A. The key matrix is added to the coded packets to provide privacy as shown in Table I. In
particular, a key matrix R1 is created at the start of time slot 1, combined with A1 + A3 and A3 , and transmitted to
workers 2 and 3, respectively. R1 is also transmitted to worker 1 in order to obtain R1 x that will help the master in
the decoding process. The computation of (A1 + A3 + R1 )x is completed at the end of time slot 2. Thus, at that time
slot the master generates a new matrix. R2 and sends it worker 2. At time slot 3, worker 1 finishes its computation,
therefore the master adds R2 to A2 + A3 and sends it to worker 1. A similar process is repeated at time slot 4. Now
the master waits for worker 2 to return R2 x and for any other worker to return its uncompleted task in order to decode
Ax. Thanks to using key matrices R1 and R2 , and assuming that workers do not collude, privacy is guaranteed.
2
This example shows that PRAC can take advantage of coding for computation, and provide privacy.
Contributions. We design PRAC for heterogeneous and time-varying private coded computing with colluding workers.
In particular, PRAC encodes sub-tasks using Fountain codes, and determines how many coded packets and keys each
worker should compute dynamically over time. We provide theoretical analysis of PRAC and show that (i) it guarantees
privacy conditions, and (ii) for a given number of transmitted packets, PRAC uses minimum number of random matrices
to satisfy privacy requirements. Furthermore, we provide a closed form task completion delay analysis of PRAC. Finally,
we evaluate the performance of PRAC via simulations.
The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows. We start with presenting the system model in Section II. In
Section III we present the design of private and rateless adaptive coded computation (PRAC). We present evaluation
results in section IV. We present the related work in Section V presents related work and conclude the paper in Section VI.
2 Note that this work focuses specifically on eavesdropper adversary although there are other types of attacks; for example Byzantine adversary,
which is out of scope of this work.
3 Fountain codes are desirable here for two properties: (i) they provide a fluid abstraction of the coded packets so the master can always decode
with high probability as long as it collects enough packets; (ii) They have low decoding complexity.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Setup. We consider a master/workers setup at the edge of the network, where the master device M offloads its
computationally intensive tasks to workers wi , i ∈ N , (where |N | = n) via device-to-device (D2D) links such as Wi-Fi
Direct and/or Bluetooth. The master device divides a task into smaller sub-tasks, and offloads them to workers that
process these sub-tasks in parallel.
Task Model. We focus on the computation of linear functions, i.e., matrix-vector multiplication. We suppose the master
wants to compute the matrix vector product Ax, where A ∈ Fm×`
can be thought of as the data matrix and x ∈ F`q
q
can be thought of as an attribute vector. We assume that the entries of A and x are drawn independently and uniformly
at random4 from Fq . The motivation stems from machine learning applications where computing linear functions is a
building block of several iterative algorithms such as gradient descent. For instance, the main computation of a gradient
descent algorithm with squared error loss function is
x+ = x − αAT (Ax − y),

(1)

+

where x is the value of the attribute vector at a given iteration, x is the updated value of x at this iteration and
the learning rate α is a parameter of the algorithm. Equation (1) consists of computing two linear functions Ax and
AT w , AT (Ax − y).
Worker and Attack Model. The workers incur random delays while executing the task assigned to them by the
master device. The workers have different computation and communication specifications resulting in a heterogeneous
environment which includes workers that are significantly slower than others, known as stragglers. Moreover, the workers
cannot be trusted with the master’s data. We consider an eavesdropper adversary in this paper, where one or more of
workers can be eavesdroppers and can spy on the coded data sent to these devices for computations. We assume that
up to z, z < n, workers can collude, i.e., z workers can share the data they received from the master in order to obtain
information about A. The parameter z can be chosen based on the desired security level; a larger z means a higher
security level and vice versa. One would want to set z to the largest possible value for maximum, z = n − 1 security
purposes. However, this has the drawback of increasing the complexity and the runtime of the algorithm. In our setup
we assume that z is a fixed and given system parameter.
Coding & Secret Keys. The matrix A can be divided into b row blocks (we assume that b divides m, otherwise all-zero
rows can be added to the matrix to satisfy this property) denoted byPAi , i = 1 . . . , m/b. The master applies Fountain
m
coding [2]–[4] across row blocks to create information packets νj , i=1 ci,j Ai , j = 1, 2, . . . , where the ci,j ∈ {0, 1}.
m/b×`
. Such rateless coding is compatible
Note that an information packet is a matrix of dimension m/b × `, i.e., νj ∈ Fq
with our goal to create adaptive coded cooperation computation framework. In order to maintain privacy of the data, the
master device generates random matrices Ri of dimension m/b × ` called keys. The entries of the Ri matrices are drawn
uniformly at random from the field that contains the entries of A. Each information packet νj is padded with a linear
m/b×`
defined as sj , νj + fj (Ri1 , . . . , Riz ).
combination of z keys fj (Ri1 , . . . , Riz ) to create a secure packet sj ∈ Fq
The master device sends x to all workers, then it sends the keys and the sj ’s to the workers according to our PRAC
scheme described later. Each worker multiplies the received packet by x and sends the result back to the master. Since
the encoding is rateless, the master keeps sending packets to the workers until it can decode Ax. The master then sends
a stop message to all the workers.
Privacy Conditions. Our primary requirement is that any collection of z (or less) workers will not be able to obtain
any information about A, in an information theoretic sense.
In particular, let Pi , i = 1 . . . , n, denote the collection of packets sent to worker wi . For any set B ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, let
PB , {Pi , i ∈ B} denote the collection of packets given to worker wi for all i ∈ B. The privacy requirement5 can be
expressed as
H(A|PZ ) = H(A),

∀Z ⊆ {1, . . . , n} s.t. |Z| ≤ z.

(2)

H(A) denotes the entropy, or uncertainty, about A and H(A|PZ ) denotes the uncertainty about A after observing
PZ .
Delay Model. Each packet transmitted from the master to a worker wi , i = 1, 2, ..., n, experiences the following delays:
(i) transmission delay for sending the packet from the master to the worker, (ii) computation delay for computing the
4 We

abuse notation and denote both the random matrix representing the data and its realization by A. We do the same for x.
some cases the vector x may contain information about A and therefore must not be revealed to the workers. We explain in the technical
report [7, Appendix A] how to generalize our scheme to account for such cases.
5 In

TABLE II: Summary of notations.
Symbol
M
wi
n
A
x
z
m
ε
Ai

Meaning
master
worker i
number of workers
m × ` data matrix
1 × ` attribute vector
number of colluding workers
number of rows in A
overhead of Fountain codes
ith row block of data matrix A

Symbol
R
RT Ti
βt,i
ν
s
Ti
T(d)
T

Meaning
random matrix
round trip time to send and receive packet i
computation time of the tth packet at wi
Fountain coded packet of Ai ’s
secure Fountain coded packet
time to compute a packet at wi
dth order statistic of Ti ’s
time spent by M to decode Ax

TABLE III: Depiction of PRAC in the presence of stragglers. The master keeps generating packets using Fountain codes
until it can decode Ax. The master estimates the average task completion time of each worker and sends a new packet
to avoid idle time. Each new packet sent to a worker must be secured with a new random vector. The master can decode
A1 x, . . . , A6 x after receiving all the packets not having R4,1 or R4,2 in them.
Time
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Worker 1
R1,1

Worker 2
R1,2

Worker 3
A4 + R1,1 + R1,2

A3 + R2,1 + R2,2
R3,1

A4 + A5 + R2,1 + 2R2,2

R4,1

A1 + R3,1 + 2R3,2

Worker 4
A3 + A4 + A6 + R1,1 + 2R1,2
R2,1

R2,2
A2 + R3,1 + R3,2

R3,2

R4,2

A2 + A3 + R4,1 + R4,2

multiplication of the packet by the vector x, and (iii) transmission delay for sending the computed packet from the
worker wi back to the master. We denote by βt,i the computation time of the tth packet at worker i and RT Ti denotes
the round-trip time spent to send and receive a packet from worker i. The time spent by the master is equal to the time
taken by the (z + 1)st fastest worker to finish its assigned tasks.
III. D ESIGN OF PRAC
A. Overview
m/b×`

be the tth packet sent to worker wi . This packet
We present the detailed explanation of PRAC. Let pt,i ∈ Fq
can be either a key or a secure packet. For each value of t, the master sends z keys denoted by Rt,1 , . . . , Rt,z to z
different workers and up to n − z secure packets st,1 , . . . , st,n−z to the remaining workers. The master needs the results
of m +  information packets, i.e., νt,i x, to decode the final result Ax, where  is the overhead required by Fountain
coding6 . To obtain the results of m +  information packets, the master needs the results of m +  secure packets,
st,i x = (νi,j + fj (Rt,i , . . . , Rt,z ))x, together with the all the corresponding7 Rt,i x, i = 1, . . . , z. Therefore, only the
results of the st,i x for which all the computed keys Rt,i x, i = 1, ..., z, are received by the master can account for the
total of m +  information packets.
B. Dynamic Rate Adaptation
The dynamic rate adaptation part of PRAC is based on [8]. In particular, the master offloads coded packets gradually
to workers and receives two ACKs for each transmitted packet; one confirming the receipt of the packet by the worker,
and the second one (piggybacked to the computed packet) showing that the packet is computed by the worker. Then,
based on the frequency of the received ACKs, the master decides to transmit more/less coded packets to that worker.
In particular, each packet pt,i is transmitted to each worker wi before or right after the computed packet pt−1,i x is
received at the master. For this purpose, the average per packet computing time E[βt,i ] is calculated for each worker wi
dynamically based on the previously received ACKs. Each packet pt,i is transmitted after waiting E[βt,i ] from the time
6 The

overhead required by Fountain coding is typically as low as 5% [4], i.e.,  = 0.05m.
that fj (Rt,i , . . . , Rt,z ) is a linear function, thus it is easy to extract (fj (Rt,i , . . . , Rt,z ))x from (Rt,i )x, i = 1, ..., z.

7 Recall

pt−1,i is sent or right after packet pt−1,i x is received at the master, thus reducing the idle time at the workers. This
policy is shown to approach the optimal task completion delay and maximizes the workers’ efficiency and is shown to
improve task completion time significantly compared with the literature [8].
C. Coding
We explain the coding scheme used in PRAC. We start with an example to build an intuition and illustrate the scheme
before going into details.
Example 3. Assume there are n = 4 workers out of which any z = 2 can collude. Let A and x be the data owned by
the master and the vector to be multiplied by A, respectively. The master
 sends x to all the
T workers. For the sake of
simplicity, assume A can be divided into b = 6 row blocks, i.e., A = A1 A2 . . . A6 . The master encodes the
Ai ’s using Fountain code. We denote by round the event when the master sends a new packet to a worker. For example,
we say that worker 1 is at round 3 if it has received 3 packets so far. For every round t, the master generates z = 2
random matrices Rt,1 , Rt,2 and encodes them using an (n, z) = (4, 2) systematic maximum distance separable (MDS)
code by multiplying Rt,1 , Rt,2 by a generator matrix G as follows


1 0 



0 1 Rt,1
R

G t,1 , 
(3)
1 1 Rt,2 .
Rt,2
1 2
The following (Rt,1 , Rt,2 , Rt,1 + Rt,2 , Rt,1 + 2Rt,2 ) is the resulting encoding of the Rt,i ’s. Now let us assume that
workers can be stragglers. At the beginning the master initializes all the workers at round 1. Afterwards, when a worker
wi finishes its task, the master checks how many packets this worker has received so far and how many other workers
are at this round. If this worker wi is the first or second to be at round t, the master generates Rt,1 or Rt,2 , respectively,

T
and sends it to wi . Otherwise, if wi is the j th worker (j > 2) to be at round t, the master multiplies Rt,1 Rt,2
by the j th row of G, adds it to a generated coded packet, and sends it to wi . The master keeps sending packets to the
workers until it can decode Ax. We illustrate the idea in Table III.
We now explain the details of PRAC in the presence of z colluding workers.
1) Initialization: The master divides A into b row blocks A1 , . . . , Ab and sends the vector x to the workers. Let
, q > n, be the generator matrix of an (n, z) systematic MDS code. For example one may use systematic
G ∈ Fn×z
q
Reed-Solomon codes that use Vandermonde matrix as generator matrix, see for example [9]. The master generates
z random matrices R1,1 , . . . , R1,z and encodes them using G. Each coded key can be denoted by gi R where

T
gi is the ith row of G and R , R1,1 . . . R1,z . The master sends the z keys R1,1 , . . . , R1,z to the first z
workers, generates n − z Fountain coded packets of the Ai ’s, adds to each packet an encoded random key gi R,
i = z + 1, . . . n, and sends them to the remaining n − z workers.
2) Encoding and adaptivity: When the master wants to send a new packet to a worker (noting that a packet pt,i is
transmitted to worker wi before, or right after, the computed packet pt−1,i x is received at the master according
to the strategy described in Section III-B), it checks at which round this worker is, i.e., how many packets this
worker has received so far, and checks how many other workers are at this round. Assume the worker is at round
t and j − 1 other workers are at this round. If j ≤ z, the master generates and sends Rt,j to the worker. However,
if j > z the master generates a Fountain coded packet of the Ai ’s (e.g., A1 + A2 ), adds to it gj R and sends the
packet (A1 + A2 + gj R) to the worker. Each worker computes the multiplication of the received packet by the
vector x and sends the result to the master.
3) Decoding and speed: Let τi denote the number of packets received by worker i. At the end of the process, the
master has Rt,i x for all t = 1, . . . , τmax and all i = 1, . . . , z, where τmax , maxi τi . The master can subtract the
Rt,i ’s from all received secure information packets, thus can decode the Ai ’s using the Fountain code decoding
process. The number of secure packets that can be used to decode is dictated by the (z + 1)st fastest worker, i.e., the
master can only use the results of secure information packets computed at a given round if at least z + 1 workers
have completed that round. If for example the z fastest workers have completed round 100 and the (z + 1)st fastest
worker has completed round 20, the master can only use the packets belonging to the first 20 rounds. The reason
is that the master needs all the keys corresponding to a given round in order to use the secure information packet
for decoding. In [7, Lemma 2] we prove that this scheme is optimal, i.e., in private coded computing the master
cannot use the packets computed at rounds finished by less than z + 1 workers irrespective of the coding scheme.
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Fig. 1: Comparison between PRAC and GC3P in different scenarios with n = 50 workers and z = 13 colluding
eavesdroppers for different values of the number of rows m. For each value of m we run 100 experiments and average
the results. When the eavesdropper are chosen to be the fastest workers, PRAC has very similar performance to GC3P.
When the eavesdroppers are picked randomly, the performance of PRAC becomes closer to this of GC3P when the non
adversarial workers are more heterogeneous.

Now that we characterized the task completion delay of PRAC, we can compare it with the state-of-the-art. Secure
coded computing schemes that exist in the literature usually use static task allocation, where tasks are assigned to
workers a priori. The most recent work in the area is Staircase codes [10], which is shown to outperform all existing
schemes that use threshold secret sharing [11]. Therefore, we restrict our focus on comparing PRAC to Staircase codes.
Staircase codes assigns a task of size b/(k − z) row blocks to each worker.8 Let Ti be the time spent at worker
i to compute the whole assigned task. Denote by T(i) the ith order statistic of the Ti ’s and by TSC (n, k, z) the task
completion time, i.e., time the master waits until it can decode Ax, when using Staircase codes. In order to decode Ax
the master needs to receive a fraction equal to (k − z)/(d − z) of the task assigned to each worker from any d workers
where k ≤ d ≤ n. The task completion time of the master can then be expressed as


k−z
(4)
T(d) .
TSC (n, k, z) = min
d−z
d∈{k,...,n}
Theorem 1. The gap between the completion time of PRAC and coded computation using staircase codes is lower
bounded by:
E[TSC ] − E [TP RAC ] ≥

bx − y
,
y(x + y)

(5)

n − d∗
d∗ − z
,y =
, wn is the index of the slowest worker and d∗ is the value of d that minimizes
E[βt,wn ]
E[βt,hd∗ ]
equation (4).
where x =

Proof. The proof of Theorem 1 is provided in [7].
Theorem 1 shows that the lower bound on the gap between secure coded computation using staircase codes and PRAC
is in the order of number of row block of A. Hence, the gap between secure coded computation using staircase codes
and PRAC is linearly increasing with the number of row blocks of A. Note that, , the required overhead by fountain
coding used in PRAC, becomes negligible by increasing b.
Thus, PRAC outperforms secure coded computation using Staircase codes in heterogeneous systems. The improvement
obtained by using PRAC increases when the difference between the computing times of the workers increases. However,
Staircase codes can slightly outperform PRAC in the case where the slowest n − z workers are homogeneous, i.e.,
have compute service times T . Staircase codes outperform PRAC in homogeneous case, because both algorithms are
restricted to the slowest n − z workers (see [7]), but PRAC incurs an  overhead of tasks (due to using Fountain codes)
which is not needed for Staircase codes.
8 Note that in addition to n and z, all threshold secret sharing based schemes require a parameter k, z < k < n, which is the minimum number
of non stragglers that the master has to wait for before decoding Ax.
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Fig. 2: Comparison between PRAC, Staircase codes and GC3P in scenario 1 for different values of the number workers
and number of colluding workers. We fix the number of rows to m = 1000. For each value of the x-axis we run 100
experiments and average the results. We observe that the difference between the completion time of PRAC and this of
GC3P is small for small number of colluding workers and increases with the increase of z.

IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we present simulations run on MATLAB, and compare PRAC with the following baselines: (i) Staircase
codes [11], (ii) C3P [8] (which is not secure as it is not designed to be secure), and (iii) Genie C3P (GC3P) that extends
C3P by assuming a knowledge of the identity of the eavesdroppers and ignoring them. We note that GC3P serves as a
lower bound on private coded computing schemes.
In our simulations, we model the computation time of each worker wi by an independent shifted exponential random
variable with rate λi and shift ci , i.e., F (Ti = t) = 1 − exp(−λi (t − ci )). We take ci = 1/λi and consider three different
scenarios for choosing the values of λi ’s for the workers as follows:
• Scenario 1: we assign λi = 3 for half the workers, then we assign λi = 1 for one quarter of the workers and assign
λi = 9 for the remaining workers.
• Scenario 2: we assign λi = 1 for one third of the workers, the second third have λi = 3 and the remaining workers
have λi = 9.
• Scenario 3: we draw the λi ’s independently and uniformly at random from the interval [0.5, 9].
When running Staircase codes, we choose the parameter k that minimizes the task completion time for the desired
n and z. We do so by simulating Staircase codes for all possible values of z ≤ k ≤ n and choose the one with the
minimum completion time.
We take b = m, i.e., each row block is simply a row of A. The size of each element of A and vector x are assumed
to be 1 Byte (or 8 bits). Therefore, the size of each transmitted packet pt,i is 8 ∗ ` bits. Ci denotes the average channel
capacity of each worker wi and is selected uniformly from the interval [10, 20] Mbps. The rate of sending a packet to
worker wi is sampled from a Poisson distribution with mean Ci .
In Figure 1 we show the effect of the number of rows m on the completion time at the master. We fix the number
of workers to 50 and the number of colluding workers to 13 and plot the completion time for PRAC, C3P, GC3P and
Staircase codes. Notice that PRAC and Staircase codes have close completion time in scenario 1 and this completion
time is far from that of C3P. The reason is that in this scenario we pick exactly 13 workers to be fast (λi = 9) and the
others to be significantly slower. Since PRAC assigns keys to the fastest z workers, the completion time is dictated by
the slow workers. To compare PRAC to Staircase codes notice that the majority of the remaining workers have λi = 1
therefore pre-allocating equal tasks to the workers is close to adaptively allocating the tasks.
In terms of lower bound on PRAC, observe that when the fastest workers are assumed to be adversarial, GC3P
and PRAC have very similar task completion time. However, when the slowest workers are assumed to be adversarial
the completion of GC3P is very close to C3P and far from PRAC. This observation is in accordance with the theory
(Section III-C). In scenarios 2 and 3 we pick the adversarial workers uniformly at random and observe that the completion
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Fig. 3: Comparison between PRAC and Staircase codes average completion time as a function of number of colluding
workers z. Both codes are affected by the increase of number of colluding helpers because their runtime is restricted to
the slowest n − z workers. We observe that PRAC outperforms Staircase codes except when the n − z slowest workers
are homogeneous.
time of PRAC becomes closer to GC3P when the workers are more heterogeneous. For instance, in scenario 3, GC3P
and PRAC have closer performance when the workers’ computing times are chosen uniformly at random from [0.5, 9].
In Figure 2, we plot the task completion time as a function of the number of workers n for a fixed number of rows
m = 1000 and λi ’s assigned according to scenario 1. In Figure 2(a), we change the number of workers from 10 to 100
and keep the ratio z/n = 1/4 fixed. We notice that with the increase of n the completion time of PRAC becomes closer
to GC3P. In Figure 2(b), we change the number of workers from 20 to 100 and keep z = 13 fixed. We notice that with
the increase of n, the effect of the eavesdropper is amortized and the completion time of PRAC becomes closer to C3P.
In this setting, PRAC always outperforms Staircase codes.
In Figure 3, we plot the task completion time as a function of the number of colluding workers. In Figure 3(a),
we choose the computing time at the workers according to scenario 1. We change z from 1 to 40 and observe that
the completion time of PRAC deviates from that of GC3P with the increase of z. More importantly, we observe two
inflection points of the average completion time of PRAC at z = 13 and z = 37. Those inflection points are due to the
fact that we have 12 fast workers (λ = 9) and 25 workers with medium speed (λ = 3) in the system. For z > 36, the
completion time of Staircase codes becomes less than that of PRAC because the 14 slowest workers are homogeneous.
Therefore, pre-allocating the tasks is better than using Fountain codes and paying for the overhead of computations. To
confirm that Staircase codes always outperforms PRAC when the slowest n − z workers are homogeneous, we run a
simulation in which we divide the workers into three clusters. The first cluster consists of bz/2c fast workers (λ = 9),
the second consists of bz/2c + 1 workers that are regular (λ = 3) and the remaining n − z workers are slow (λ = 1).
In Figure 3(b) we fix n to 50 and change z from 1 to 40. We observe that Staircase codes always outperform PRAC in
this setting. In contrast to non secure C3P, Staircase codes and PRAC are always restricted to the slowest n − z workers
and cannot leverage the increase of the number of fast workers. For GC3P, we assume that the slowest workers are
eavesdroppers. We note that as expected from Section III-C, when the fastest workers are assumed to be eavesdroppers
the performance of GC3P and PRAC becomes very close, see also [7, Lemma 2].
V. R ELATED WORK
Mobile cloud computing is a rapidly growing field with the aim of providing better experience of quality and extensive
computing resources to mobile devices. The main solution to mobile computing is to offload tasks to the cloud or to
neighboring devices by exploiting connectivity of the devices. With task offloading comes several challenges such as
heterogeneity of the devices, time varying communication channels and energy efficiency. We refer interested reader to
[8] and references within for a detailed literature on edge computing and mobile cloud computing.
The problem of stragglers in distributed systems is initially studied by the distributed computing community, see
e.g., [12], [13] Research interest in using coding theoretical techniques for straggler mitigation in distributed content

download and distributed computing is rapidly growing. The early body of work focused on content download, see e.g.,
[14], [15] Using codes for straggler mitigation in distributed computing started in [16] where the authors proposed the
use of MDS codes for distributed linear machine learning algorithms in homogeneous workers setting.
Following the work of [16], coding schemes for straggler mitigation in distributed matrix-matrix multiplication, coded
computing and machine learning algorithms are introduced and the fundamental limits between the computation load
and the communication cost are studied, see e.g., [17], [18] and references within for matrix-matrix multiplication, see
[19], [20] for machine learning algorithms and [21], [22] and references within for other topics.
Codes for privacy and straggler mitigation in distributed computing are first introduced in [11] where the authors
consider a homogeneous setting and focus on matrix-vector multiplication. Privacy and straggler mitigation in non linear
distributed computation is considered in [23], [24]. Works on privacy-preserving machine learning algorithms are also
related to our work. However, the privacy constraint in this line of work is computational privacy and the proposed
solutions do not take stragglers into account, see e.g., [25], [26]
VI. C ONCLUSION
The focus of this paper is to develop a secure edge computing mechanism to mitigate the computational bottleneck
of IoT devices by allowing these devices to help each other in their computations, with possible help from the cloud if
available. Our key tool is the theory of coded computation, which advocates mixing data in computationally intensive
tasks by employing erasure codes and offloading these tasks to other devices for computation. Focusing on eavesdropping
attacks, we designed a private and rateless adaptive coded computation (PRAC) mechanism considering (i) the privacy
requirements of IoT applications and devices, and (ii) the heterogeneous and time-varying resources of edge devices.
Our proposed PRAC model can provide adequate security and latency guarantees to support real-time mission critical
computation at the tactical edge We showed through analysis and MATLAB simulations that PRAC outperforms known
secure coded computing methods when resources are heterogeneous.
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